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dragon naturallyspeaking can also recognize itself. it's able to speak names of other programs and files, for example, saying windows explorer instead of saying "computer." it even learns a bit of grammar, and
gives you spoken reminders to say "the" instead of "it" at appropriate times. dragon naturallyspeaking 13 premium ($199.99) is a windows-only dictation product designed to increase productivity, alleviate the
stress of typing, andease any other number of problems associated with controlling a computer by hand. the latest version of the product brings improved accuracy and speed to an already-excellent piece of
software. it also adds a few new features, such as support for major webmail programs (gmail, yahoo mail, etc.). with dragon naturallyspeaking 13 premium, you can dictate documents and emails, navigate your
computer, and control some other basiccomputer functions, such as web browsing, all by using your voice. dragon performs a microphone check during setup. when our volume was too low on the windows vista
laptop, we couldn't use the software. somehow reading our frustrated mind, it typed i hate you i when we said, type. type! saying crazy got spelled out as greasy. then greasy, spoken, translated to leafy, then
greens fee, then greenstein. in fact, the included headset didn't deliver adequate voice quality to use dragon naturallyspeaking at all. we reverted to the same headset packaged with dragon 9, with better
results. the main drawback to dragon naturallyspeaking, like with any other voice recognition program, is that it requires some long, boring training based mainly on reading texts to the computer. also, the
program isn't 100% accurate something that we expected anyway but its percentage of right words in dictation still remains certainly impressive.
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previous versions dragon naturallyspeaking worked on windows xp, and there were version 10 and version 11 as well. we've said it once before and we'll say it again: if you haven't upgraded to windows vista yet,
you should consider doing so. wrap-up we like nuance's dragon naturallyspeaking, which is a solid choice for anyone who wants to take advantage of voice recognition technology. it's a powerful, easy-to-use

program that will make your life a lot easier while improving the way you type and write. price for a single user and a clean installation, you'll need to spend $199. this is quite a bit more than some of the other
dictation programs we've looked at, but you're getting a product that includes free telephone or online chat support, and you're getting the premium version of dragon naturallyspeaking. if you're going to use the

software on a regular basis, it may be worth the price. in addition, dragon naturallyspeaking 13 premium ($199.99) adds a new feature called voice shortcuts that lets you look up words and web pages online
quickly in your default browser. tell dragon to search wikipedia for martin luther king's 'i have a dream speech,' and relevant results appear on wikipedia. the same applies for youtube, ebay, and amazon. dragon
13 is also built to search within windows vista folders and in google desktop. dragon naturallyspeaking 13 premium is the worlds best selling speech recognition software that lets you use your voice to get more

done every day on your computer quickly and accurately at home, school or for hobbies. you simply talk and text appears on the screen up to three time faster than typing. you speak commands and dragon
understands and executes them. dictate and edit documents, send email, search the web and use social media with unparalleled speed, ease and comfort. have fun on your computer and realize your potential at
home or school by getting more done faster than you ever thought possible. stop typing, start speaking and doing. we recommend minimum 2 gb for 32 bit windows 7, windows 8, windows 8.1, and windows 10;

4 gb for 64 bit windows 7, windows 8, windows 8.1, windows server 2008 r2, windows server 2012, and windows 10. supports microsoft office 2010 & 2013. does not support dictation into electronic medical
record (emr) systems. for emr support, please use dragon medical practice edition. 5ec8ef588b
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